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gated to them by the democratic planning, from tidying
rooms, and school work, to supervision, teaching, and check-
ing. For example, there cannot be a democratic council
before each meat order goes in, but plans for future meat
orders can be discussed at the regular time.
The individual to whom supervision is delegated needs
certain rights and authority because of his office. These
must be respected for as long as the power lasts. It is easier
to agree to supervisory demands if each one recognizes the
need for the office even if an incompetent person fills it.
In the families of recent past, mother and father were
bosses in specific clear-cut fields; the children were appren-
tices learning how to work as the parents did. In our chang-
ing family organization we need to make plans for shifting
functions for each member of the family.
Fathers have not regained their position of working im-
portance and personal service in families. It is very true
that in many families they are considered necessary nuisances
whose arrival home upsets the continuity of a satisfactory
plan. Most fathers need not be so treated. They have their
contributions to make to family living.
First of all, each father is an individual member of the
group, whose needs, likes, and dislikes are to be considered.
If he likes his clothes left alone, likes the living room tidy
but never sees dust, likes chocolate cake and hates souffle,
comes home in need of quiet and is ready to romp roughly
as soon as he is fed: all these items and many others may
well be considered in plans.
Then, the father is another head who can help to plan
the family program. He can help to put items in order of
importance and he will be more sympathetic to occasional
lapses which will occur when the unexpected floods the
schedule out of sight. His contributions to plans may be
tried whenever practicable even when he cannot help work
them out.
Finally, fathers are proving themselves more useful and
more happily occupied than ever before at many home
duties. Contacts between father and child from the infant's

